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MSS goes to press in 1946, beginning its fourteenth year of publication. We
have had a lot of fun looking over the first copies of MSS. Those early covers were
so small and brave; Marguerite Young and LOUise Dauner were contributing oorly
verse and short stories, and the corner stone was being laid for a literary structure
that has grown larger and gathered the aura of tradition about it.
This year MSS becomes larger, in a sense, just like every phase of every attitude
and structure has become larger in this after-the-war America. The magazine will
be distributed to over two thousand students at Butler this year. This is the largest
circulation MSS has enjoyed since its birth. The freshman staff includes over f~fty
representatives from twenty-three freshman composition instructors' classes. The
senior staff has twenty-five members who serve in various capacities. So you see
that MSS is growing larger.
We hope you will like the new cover designed by Miss Marian Hill; we hope
you will like the wood cuts designed by Miss Allyn Wood, one of the art editors; we
hope you will like I WEEP by George Coffin and LEAF BY LEAF by Wendell
Phillips and all the other pieces of writing from the creative writing, verse forms
and Freshman composition classes; we hope you will like the Purple Patches and,
most of all, we hope you will see the magazine for what it is - a laboratory for
experimentation, for developing growth and ease and maturity in writing.
We wish to commend Mary Fritsche, Exchange Editor, and Jeanne Malott,
Freshman Editor, for their excellent assistance with proofing and make-up work.
The students at Butler have good reason to be proud of their literary magazine
for the excellent record it has maintained during the past fourteen years as a
laboratory magazine for those of us who are interested in writing as a skill and,
perhaps, an art.
The Editor.
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